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ABCpy is a highly modular scientific library for Approximate Bayesian Computation
(ABC) written in Python. The main contribution of this paper is to document a software
engineering effort that enables domain scientists to easily apply ABC to their research
without being ABC experts; using ABCpy they can easily run large parallel simulations
without much knowledge about parallelization. Further, ABCpy enables ABC experts to
easily develop new inference schemes and evaluate them in a standardized environment and
to extend the library with new algorithms. These benefits come mainly from the modu-
larity of ABCpy. We give an overview of the design of ABCpy and provide a performance
evaluation concentrating on parallelization. This points us towards the inherent imbalance
in some of the ABC algorithms. We develop a dynamic scheduling MPI implementation to
mitigate this issue and evaluate the various ABC algorithms according to their adaptability
towards high-performance computing.
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1 Introduction
Today, computers are used to simulate different aspects of nature. Natural scientists tradi-
tionally hypothesize models underlying natural phenomena. As an example, let us consider
∗The source code can be downloaded here: https://github.com/eth-cscs/abcpy, v0.5.2
†Corresponding author: duttar@usi.ch
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the Ricker model [Ricker, 1954], an ecological model describing the evolution of the size
y(t) ∈ N+ of some animal population over time t ∈ N+. This model, denoted by M, is
parametrized in terms of the log population growth rate (r), standard deviation of the in-
novations (σ), and a scaling parameter (φ), collectively called θ = (r, σ, φ). If we know the
initial population size y(0) and are given the model M, we can then simulate the evolving
population size over time as
M[y(0), θ = θ0]→ {y(t), t = 1, . . . , T}, (1)
where θ0 is the true parameter value. Such simulator-based models1 are used in a
wide range of scientific disciplines to simulate different aspects of nature, ranging from
dynamics of sub-atomic particles [Martinez et al., 2016] to evolution of human societies
[Turchin et al., 2013] and formation of universes [Schaye et al., 2015].
However, often the true parameter θ0 of simulator-based models is not known. If the true
parameter value could be learned rigorously in a data-driven manner, we could substantially
improve the accuracy of these models. Consider the problem of estimating the true value
and quantifying uncertainty in θ based on observed dataset x0, e.g., in the Ricker model
x0 ≡ {y
(t), t = 1, . . . , T}. A further extension of this inferential problem is the selection
of a model, given an observed dataset, from a set of possible models. Traditional methods
in statistics can infer, from the observed data, model and corresponding parameters and
quantify the associated uncertainty only when the likelihood function of the data generating
mechanism is known.
For models where likelihood calculations fail or are too computationally demanding, ap-
proximate Bayesian computation (ABC) [Tavare´ et al., 1997, Pritchard et al., 1999, Beaumont et al.,
2002] can still offer a way to perform sound statistical inference, e.g., point estimation, hy-
pothesis testing, and model selection. ABC methods infer parameters by first simulating a
dataset using a proposed parameter value and accepting or rejecting that parameter value
either by comparing the closeness of the simulated dataset to the observed dataset, usually
through the use of summary statistics, or by approximating the likelihood function using
simulated datasets [Wood, 2010, Dutta et al., 2016]. We direct interested readers to the
review paper by Lintusaari et al. [2016].
The necessity to simulate datasets from simulator-based models makes ABC algorithms
extremely expensive when this forward simulation itself is costly. Applications of ABC
algorithms to complex problems show the necessity of adapting them to high-performance
computing (HPC) facilities and developing an ecosystem where new ABC algorithms can
be investigated while respecting the architecture of existing computing facilities. ABC and
HPC were first brought together in the ABC-sysbio package of Liepe et al. [2010] for the
systems biology community, where the sequential Monte Carlo ABC (ABC-SMC) [T. Toni,
2009] algorithm was efficiently parallelized using graphics processing units (GPUs).
1In this manuscript, we will use the term simulator-based model to refer to a model that enables direct
simulation of model outcomes using a set of stochastic rules. This term is well established within the ABC
literature, but we point out that these types of models are sometimes called mechanistic models or agent
based models in different fields of science.
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Our goal is to overcome the need for users to have knowledge of parallel programming, as
is required for using ABC-sysbio, and also to make a software package available for scientists
across domains. These objectives were partly addressed by parallelization of ABC-SMC
using MPI/OpenMPI [Stram et al., 2015], and by making ABC-SMC available for the
astronomical community [Jennings and Madigan, 2016]. Regardless of these advances, a
recent ABC review article [Lintusaari et al., 2016] highlights the depth and breadth of
available ABC algorithms, which can be made efficient via parallelization using an HPC
environment [Kulakova et al., 2016, Chiachio et al., 2014]. These developments emphasize
the need of a generalized HPC supported platform for efficient ABC algorithms, which can
be parallelized on multi-processor computers or computing clusters and is accessible to a
broad range of scientists.
We address the need for a user-friendly scientific library for ABC algorithms by in-
troducing ABCpy, which is written in Python and designed in a highly modular fashion.
Existing ABC software suites are mainly domain-specific and optimized for a narrower class
of problems. Our main goal was to make ABCpy modular, which makes it intuitive to use
and easy to extend. Further, it enables users to run ABC sampling schemes in parallel
without too much re-factoring of existing code. ABCpy includes likelihood free inference
schemes, both based on discrepancy measures and approximate likelihood, providing a
complete environment to develop new ABC algorithms.
For parallelization of ABC algorithms, we use the map-reduce paradigm. This choice
was motivated by our experience that ABC algorithms are usually parallelizable in a loosely
coupled fashion. Additionally, opting for map-reduce we were able to implement paralleliza-
tion backends for two different but important communities. The Apache Spark backend is
more targeted towards the community of industry users that might want to run their code
on commercial infrastructure, such as provided by Amazon Web Services. On the other
hand, the MPI backend targets more academic users who often run their code on classical
HPC centers. Thus, the choice of map-reduce increases the user’s flexibility given widely
available commercial cloud computing facilities.
Of particular interest to the reader might be the MPI backend since in contrast to Spark,
MPI is a low level communication framework without any sophisticated task scheduling fa-
cilities. However, in Spark the individual map tasks are distributed across the available
workers in a way that is superior to a straightforward implementation, where the map tasks
are distributed evenly across the available workers without considering their individual run-
ning time. This imbalance can occur in some of the ABC algorithms we have implemented.
To handle this, in our implementation of the MPI backend, we use a greedy approach to
dynamically allocate map tasks to workers. Details on the analysis and implementation
can be found in Section 5.2.
We give a brief description of ABC (Section 2) and of the structure of the software suite
ABCpy (Section 3) with a specific focus on modularity and parallelism (Section 4). Sec-
tion 5 deals with the different map-reduce implementations available through ABCpy and
a detailed comparison of the speed-up and efficiency for ABC algorithm using a stochastic
version of a popular weather prediction model known as the Lorenz model [Lorenz, 1995].
Finally, in Section 6, we evaluate the scalability of different ABC algorithms.
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2 ABC
We can quantify the uncertainty of the unknown parameter θ by a posterior distribution
p(θ|x) given the observed dataset x = x0. A posterior distribution can be written, by
Bayes’ Theorem, as
p(θ|x) =
π(θ)p(x|θ)
m(x)
, (2)
where π(θ), p(x|θ) and m(x) =
∫
π(θ)p(x|θ)dθ are, correspondingly, the prior distribution
on the parameter θ, the likelihood function, and the marginal likelihood. The prior distri-
bution π(θ) ensures a way to leverage the learning of parameters with prior knowledge. If
the likelihood function can be evaluated, at least up to a normalizing constant, then the
posterior distribution can be approximated by drawing a sample of parameter values using
(Markov chain) Monte Carlo sampling schemes [Robert and Casella, 2005]. In most real-
world problems however, the analytic form of the posterior distribution is unknown because
the likelihood is not analytically available. This is typical for simulator-based models for
which the likelihood function is often intractable or difficult to compute, and therefore the
inference schemes are adapted following two approaches: (i) by measuring the discrepancy
between simulated and observed dataset, and (ii) by approximating the likelihood function.
2.1 Measuring discrepancy
In ABC we forward simulate from the model, p(x|θ), producing a synthetic dataset xsim
for a given parameter value θ, and measure the closeness between xsim and x0 using a
pre-defined discrepancy function ρ(xsim,x0). Based on this discrepancy measure, ABC
accepts the parameter value θ when ρ(xsim,x0) is less than a pre-specified threshold
value ǫ. A review of different methods based on discrepancy can be found in Marin et al.
[2012] and Lintusaari et al. [2016]. In ABCpy, we implement widely used and advanced
variants of the basic ABC procedure described above, namely: population Monte Carlo
ABC (PMCABC) [Beaumont, 2010, T. Toni, 2009], sequential Monte Carlo ABC (ABC-
SMC) [Del Moral et al., 2012], replenishment sequential Monte Carlo ABC (RSMC-ABC)
[Drovandi and Pettitt, 2011], adaptive population Monte Carlo ABC (APMC-ABC) [Lenormand et al.,
2013], ABC with subset simulation (ABCsubsim) [Chiachio et al., 2014], and simulated an-
nealing ABC (SABC) [Albert et al., 2015]. ABCpy also includes a parallelized version of a
random forest ensemble model selection algorithm [Pudlo et al., 2015]. As our main goal
here is to explain the idea of ABC algorithms and how to parallelize them, we will fo-
cus on the simplest algorithm PMCABC. A description of the PMCABC is provided in
Algorithm 1.
To implement any ABC sampling scheme, we need to define how to measure the dis-
crepancy between xsim and x0. As the dataset can be of varied type and complexity (e.g.,
high-dimensional time-series or network data), in practice discrepancies are measured using
informative summary statistics extracted from the dataset. We therefore need to define two
functions: one for computing the summary statistics from the dataset, and one for mea-
suring the discrepancy between them. From now on, we will denote these two functions as
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statistics and distance, which need to be defined by the user and are problem specific. If
the user want to define distance directly between xsim and x0, rather than the summaries
extracted from them, they can do so by defining the Identity summary statistics (produces
the full dataset as a single summary) as their statistics function.
For illustration and comparison, in this paper we will consider the non-linear dynam-
ics model of Lorenz for numerical weather prediction [Lorenz, 1995, Wilks, 2005] with a
stochastic modification. For this model, we define statistics as the summary statistics
suggested in [Hakkarainen et al., 2012, details in Appendix A] called HakkarainenLorenz
and define distance as the Euclidean distance which is one of the available distance func-
tions in ABCpy together with logistic regression (LogReg) and penalized logistic regression
(PenLogReg) [Gutmann et al., 2017].
Algorithm 1 Population Monte Carlo ABC (PMCABC) algorithm for generating N sam-
ples from the approximate posterior distribution. Here Kt(·|θ,Σt−1) is the perturbation
kernel.
Require: Specify qǫ ∈ [0, 100] and a decreasing sequence of thresholds ǫ1 ≥ ǫ2 ≥ · · · ≥ ǫT
for T iterations.
1: for i = 1 to N do
2: repeat
3: Generate θ from the prior π(·)
4: Generate xsim from M using θ
5: until ρ(xsim,x0) ≤ ǫ1
6: d(i) = ρ(xsim,x0)
7: θ
(i)
1 ← θ
8: ω
(i)
1 ← 1/N
9: end for
10: Σ1 ← 2 ∗ weighted-Covariance(θ1, ω1)
11:
12: for t = 2 to T do
13: ǫt = max(qǫ-th percentile of d, ǫt)
14: for i = 1 to N do
15: repeat
16: Draw θ∗ from among θt−1 with probabilities ωt−1
17: Generate θ from Kt(θ
∗,Σt−1)
18: Generate xsim from M using θ
19: until ρ(xsim,x0) ≤ ǫt
20: d(i) = ρ(xsim,x0)
21: θ
(i)
t ← θ
22: ω
(i)
t ← π(θ)/(
∑
N
k=1 ω
(k)
t−1Kt(θ|θ
(k)
t−1,Σt−1))
23: end for
24: Normalize ω
(i)
t over i = 1, . . . , N
25: Σt ← 2 ∗ weighted-Covariance(θt, ωt)
26: end for
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2.2 Approximate likelihood
The second approach is based on directly approximating the likelihood function at θ, up to
a constant, using the data, xsim, simulated for that given parameter value θ. Following the
pseudo-marginal likelihood idea of Andrieu and Roberts [2009], an unbiased approximation
of the likelihood function can then be used in a traditional Monte Carlo sampling scheme
to sample from the posterior distribution. In ABCpy, we can implement the population
Monte Carlo (PMC) [Cappe´ et al., 2004] sampling scheme with different already available
likelihood approximation schemes [Wood, 2010, Dutta et al., 2016]. A detailed description
of PMC algorithm is provided in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 PMC algorithm using an approximate likelihood function and producing N
samples from the approximate posterior distribution. Here Kt(·|θ,Σt−1) is the perturbation
kernel.
Require: Specify Lˆxsim
(·|θ) function to evaluate approximate likelihood function at θ
using simulated data xsim.
1: for i = 1 to N do
2: Generate θ from the prior π(·)
3: Generate xsim from M using θ
4: θ
(i)
1 ← θ
5: ω
(i)
1 ← π(θ)Lˆxsim
(x0|θ)
6: end for
7: Σ1 ← 2 ∗ weighted-Covariance(θ1, ω1)
8:
9: for t = 2 to T do
10: for i = 1 to N do
11: Draw θ∗ from among θt−1 with probabilities ωt−1
12: Generate θ from Kt(θ
∗,Σt−1)
13: Generate xsim from M using θ
14: θ
(i)
t ← θ
15: ω
(i)
t ← π(θ)Lˆxsim
(x0|θ)/(
∑
N
k=1 ω
(k)
t−1Kt(θ|θ
(k)
t−1,Σt−1))
16: end for
17: Normalize ω
(i)
t over i = 1, . . . , N
18: Σt ← 2 ∗ weighted-Covariance(θt, ωt)
19: end for
Similarly to the scheme described in Section 2.1, to perform any approximate likelihood
based sampling scheme we need to define two functions. We require the statistics function
and, additionally, we need a function to compute the approximate likelihood based on the
extracted summary statistics from xsim. We denote this function by approx lhd and the
user needs to choose from one of the two currently available implementations of approx lhd
in ABCpy: synthetic likelihood (SynLiklihood) [Wood, 2010] and penalized logistic regres-
sion (PenLogReg) [Dutta et al., 2016].
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Additionally, to perform the PMCABC or PMC sampling schemes, we need to specify
a perturbation kernel as provided in Algorithms 1 & 2, which ensures exploration of the
parameter space. In ABCpy, the perturbation kernel is defined as kernel and for the exper-
imental runs in Section 5 & 6 we choose multivariate-t distribution as the kernel function.
We can also choose different kernel functions for different subsets of the parameters, as
described in Section 3.3.
3 ABCpy
First we give a brief overview of how the ABCpy package works and how it is used. Note
that ABCpy is under active development and thus the presented API is prone to changes.
All coded examples work against major version 0.5.x of ABCpy. As described in Section
2, the fundamental components required by ABC methods are:
• observed data x0
• simulator-based model M
• prior distribution π(θ)
• summary statistics
• discrepancy measure: distance or approximate likelihood function: approx lhd
Though not standard for Python, we implemented abstract classes to define a clear ap-
plication programming interface (API) on how to use and extend the library (see Figure 1).
The abstract classes reflect, among others, the components above:
• ProbabilisticModel defines how to provide methods to simulate data given parameters
θ
• Statistics defines how to provide methods to extract statistics
• Distance defines how to provide distance calculations
• ApproxLikelihood defines how to provide a likelihood approximation
All components derive from these abstract classes and implement the required methods.
We now give a programmatic perspective for a simple toy problem to show how to
implement it using ABCpy. Let us assume we have science examination grades for a group
of high-school students and we want to model the grade as a Gaussian distribution. The
Gaussian or Normal model has two parameters: the mean, denoted by µ, and the standard
deviation, denoted by σ. Following the Bayesian paradigm, the unknown parameters are
treated as random variables. The goal of ABC is to quantify the uncertainty of these
parameters from the information contained in the observed data (measurements).
In ABCpy, the abcpy.probabilisticmodels.ProbabilisticModel class represents
the probabilistic relationship between random variables or between random variables and
7
ProbabilisticModel
Distance Statistics ApproxLikelihood
- distance() - statistics()
- check input()
- check output()
- likelihood()
Euclidean
LogReg
PenLogReg
Identity PenLogReg
SynLiklihood
Normal
StudentT
Uniform
MultivariateNormal
MultiStudentT
ABCsubsim
APMCABC
PMC
Backend
BackendSpark
BackendDummy
- parallelize()
- map()
PMCABC
RejectionABC
RandomForest
RSMCABC
SABC
SMCABC
- dist max()
- forward simulate()
- get output dim()
Continuous Discrete
Bernoulli
Binomial
PoissonHyperParameter
- pdf() - pmf()
InferenceMethod ModelSelections
Semiautomatic
SummarySelections
BackendMPI
PerturbationKernel
- pdf()
- calculate cov()
MultiNormalKernel
MultiStudentTKernel
RandomWalkKernel
Figure 1: This diagram shows selected classes with their most important methods. Abstract
classes, which cannot be instantiated, are highlighted in dark gray and derived classes are high-
lighted in light gray. Inheritance is shown by filled arrows. Arrows with no filling highlight
associations, e.g., Distance is associated with Statistics because it calls a method of the in-
stantiated class to translate the input data to summary statistics.
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observed data. Each of the ProbabilisticModel objects has a number of input parame-
ters: they are either random variables (output of another ProbabilisticModel object) or
constant values known to the user (of type Hyperparameters).
To define the parameter of a model as a random variable, the user has to assigning a
prior distribution on it. To this aim she can exploit prior knowledge about the parameter
value and its distribution. In the absence of prior knowledge, we still need to provide
prior information and a flat distribution on the parameter space can be used. The prior
distribution on the random variables are assigned by a probabilistic model which can take,
as inputs, either other random variables or hyper parameters.
In our Gaussian example, providing prior information is quite simple. We know from
experience that the average grade of a high-school student should be between 150 and 200,
while the standard deviation is around 5 to 25. This is coded as follows:
from abcpy. continuousmodels import Uniform
mu = Uniform([[150], [200]])
sigma = Uniform([[5] , [25]])
# define the model
grade = Gaussian([mu , sigma], name=’grade ’)
We have thus defined the parameter µ and σ of the Gaussian model as random variables
and have specified Uniform prior distributions for them. The parameters of the prior
distribution (150, 200, 5, 25) are assumed to be known to the user, hence they are called
hyper-parameters. Also, internally, the hyper-parameters are converted to Hyperparameter
objects. Note that you can pass a name string (e.g, ‘grade’) while defining a random
variable. In the final output, you will see these names, together with the relevant outputs
corresponding to them.
The heart of the ABC inferential algorithm is a measure of discrepancy between the
observed dataset and the synthetic dataset (simulated/generated from the model). Often,
computation of discrepancy measure between the observed and synthetic dataset is not
feasible (e.g., high dimensionality of dataset, computationally too complex). Thus, the dis-
crepancy measure is defined by computing a distance between relevant summary statistics
extracted from the datasets. Here we first define a way to extract these summary statistics
from the dataset.
from abcpy. statistics import Identity
statistics_calculator = Identity( degree = 2, cross = False)
Next we define the discrepancy measure between the datasets, by defining a distance
function (LogReg distance is chosen here, which uses ‘1-misclassification error rate’ of a
logistic regression classifier between two datasets as a discrepancy measure [Gutmann et al.,
2017]) between the extracted summary statistics. If we want to define the discrepancy
measure through a distance function between the datasets directly, we choose Identity as
summary statistics. Finally, the distance object automatically extracts the statistics from
the datasets, and then computes the distance between the two statistics.
from abcpy. distances import LogReg
distance_calculator = LogReg ( statistics_calculator)
Algorithms in ABCpy often require a perturbation kernel used to explore the parameter
space. The ABCpy default kernel depends on whether the random variable to be perturbed
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is continuous or discrete. In the first case we use a multivariate Gaussian distribution
[Tierney, 1998] and in the latter case a simple random walk (with an equally probable move
to i−1 or i+1, when the present parameter value is an integer i). Further, if we have both
continuous and discrete parameters, then we use multivariate Gaussian distribution kernel
for the continuous parameters and a random walk kernel for the discrete ones. For this
example we use the default kernel, which explores the parameter space of random variables
by using a multivariate Gaussian distribution as the parameters (µ, σ) are continuous.
from abcpy. perturbationkernel import DefaultKernel
kernel = DefaultKernel([mu , sigma ])
Finally, we need to specify a backend that determines the parallelization framework
to use. The example code here uses the dummy backend BackendDummy which does not
parallelize the computation of the inference schemes, but this is handy for prototyping and
testing. As mentioned earlier, more advanced parallelization backends are available that
support Spark and MPI (e.g., BackendSpark and BackendMPI).
from abcpy. backends import BackendDummy as Backend
backend = Backend()
For the sake of illustration we choose the PMCABC algorithm as the inference scheme
to draw posterior samples of the parameters. Therefore, we instantiate a PMCABC object by
passing the random variable corresponding to the observed dataset, the distance function,
backend object, perturbation kernel and a seed for the random number generator.
from abcpy. inferences import PMCABC
sampler = PMCABC ([ grade], [ distance_calculator], backend , kernel ,
seed =1)
Finally, we can parametrize the sampler by specifying
# sample from scheme
T, n_sample , n_samples_per_param = 3, 250 , 10
eps_arr = np.array ([.75])
and start sampling from the posterior distribution of the parameters given the observed
dataset:
epsilon_percentile = 10
journal = sampler.sample ([ grade_obs], T, eps_arr , n_sample ,
n_samples_per_param , epsilon_percentile)
The above inference scheme gives us samples from the posterior distribution of the
parameters mu and sigma, implicitly quantifying the uncertainty of the inferred parameter,
which are stored in the journal object. In particular the posterior mean of (µ, σ) is
obtained as
print(journal. posterior_mean())
and the posterior covariance matrix of (µ, σ) as
print(journal. posterior_cov())
Note that the model and the observations are given as a list. This is due to the fact that
in ABCpy, it is possible to have hierarchical models and to build relationships between
co-occurring groups of datasets.
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3.1 Probabilistic Dependency between Random Variables
Since release 0.5.x of ABCpy, probabilistic dependency structures between random variables
can be implemented. Behind the scene, ABCpy will represent this dependency structure
as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) on which inference can be performed. New random
variables can be defined through operations between existing random variables. To make
this concept more approachable, we now exemplify an inference problem on a probabilistic
dependency structure.
Let us assume students of a school took an exam and received some grade. The observed
grades of the students are:
grades_obs = [3.872486707973337, 4.6735380808674405,
3.9703538990858376, 4.11021272048805, 4.211048655421368,
4.154817956586653, 4.0046893064392695, 4.01891381384729,
4.123804757702919, 4.014941267301294, 3.888174595940634,
4.185275142948246, 4.55148774469135, 3.8954427675259016,
4.229264035335705, 3.839949451328312, 4.039402553532825,
4.128077814241238, 4.361488645531874, 4.086279074446419,
4.370801602256129, 3.7431697332475466, 4.459454162392378,
3.8873973643008255, 4.302566721487124, 4.05556051626865,
4.128817316703757, 3.8673704442215984, 4.2174459453805015,
4.202280254493361, 4.072851400451234, 3.795173229398952,
4.310702877332585, 4.376886328810306, 4.183704734748868,
4.332192463368128, 3.9071312388426587, 4.311681374107893,
3.55187913252144, 3.318878360783221, 4.187850500877817,
4.207923106081567, 4.190462065625179, 4.2341474252986036,
4.110228694304768, 4.1589891480847765, 4.0345604687633045,
4.090635481715123, 3.1384654393449294, 4.20375641386518,
4.150452690356067, 4.015304457401275, 3.9635442007388195,
4.075915739179875, 3.5702080541929284, 4.722333310410388,
3.9087618197155227, 4.3990088006390735, 3.968501165774181,
4.047603645360087, 4.109184340976979, 4.132424805281853,
4.444358334346812, 4.097211737683927, 4.288553086265748,
3.8668863066511303, 3.8837108501541007]
which depend on several variables: historical grades average, the average size of the classes,
as well as the number of teachers at the school.
Here we assume the average size of a class and the number of the teachers at the
school are normally distributed with some mean, depending on the budget of the school,
and standard deviation equal to 1. We further assume that the budget of the school is
uniformly distributed between 1 and 10 millions US dollars. Finally, we assume that the
grade, without any bias, would be normally distributed around the historical mean grade
without any additional effects.
We can define these random variables and their dependencies in ABCpy in the following
way:
from abcpy. continuousmodels import Uniform , Normal
school_budget = Uniform([[1] , [10]] , name = ’school_budget’)
class_size = Normal ([[800*school_budget], [1]] , name = ’class_size’)
no_teacher = Normal ([[20* school_budget], [1]] , name = ’no_teacher’)
historical_mean_grade = Normal ([[4.5], [0.25]], name = ’
historcial_mean_grade ’)
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School Budget
Class Size
Historical
mean grade
Number of
teachers
Final Grade
Figure 2: Dependency structure between parameters, when final grades of the students are
observed.
So, each student will receive some grade without additional effects which is normally dis-
tributed, but then the final grade received will be a function of the historical mean grade
and the other random variables defined beforehand (e.g., ‘school budget‘, ‘class size‘ and
‘no teacher‘). The model for the final grade of the students can therefore be written as
[Figure 2]:
final_grade = historical_mean_grade - .001 * class_size + .02 *
no_teacher
Notice here we created a new random variable final grade, by subtracting the random
variables class size multiplied by 0.001 and adding no teacher multiplied by 0.02 from
the random variable historical mean grade. In short, this illustrates that you can perform
standard operations “+”, “-”, “*”, “/” and “**” (the power operator in Python) on any two
random variables, to get a new random variable. It is possible to perform these operations
between random variables on top of the general data types of Python (integer, float, and
so on) since they are converted to HyperParameters.
3.2 Co-occurring data set
ABCpy supports inference when co-occuring (multiple) datasets are available. To illustrate
how this is implemented, we consider the example from Section 3.1 and extend it for co-
occuring datasets, when we also have data on student scholarships granted by the school.
Whether a student gets a scholarship depends on the number of teachers in the school
and on an independent score. Assuming the score is normally distributed, we can model
the impact of the students social background on the scholarship as follows [Figure 3]:
scholarship_obs = [2.7179657436207805, 2.124647285937229,
3.07193407853297, 2.335024761813643, 2.871893855192,
3.4332002458233837, 3.649996835818173, 3.50292335102711,
2.815638168018455, 2.3581613289315992, 2.2794821846395568,
2.8725835459926503, 3.5588573782815685, 2.26053126526137,
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Historical
mean schol-
arship
Final Grade
Final Scholarship
Figure 3: Dependency structure between parameters, when final grades of the students and their
scholarship are observed.
1.8998143530749971, 2.101110815311782, 2.3482974964831573,
2.2707679029919206, 2.4624550491079225, 2.867017757972507,
3.204249152084959, 2.4489542437714213, 1.875415915801106,
2.5604889644872433, 3.891985093269989, 2.7233633223405205,
2.2861070389383533, 2.9758813233490082, 3.1183403287267755,
2.911814060853062, 2.60896794303205, 3.5717098647480316,
3.3355752461779824, 1.99172284546858, 2.339937680892163,
2.9835630207301636, 2.1684912355975774, 3.014847335983034,
2.7844122961916202, 2.752119871525148, 2.1567428931391635,
2.5803629307680644, 2.7326646074552103, 2.559237193255186,
3.13478196958166, 2.388760269933492, 3.2822443541491815,
2.0114405441787437, 3.0380056368041073, 2.4889680313769724,
2.821660164621084, 3.343985964873723, 3.1866861970287808,
4.4535037154856045, 3.0026333138006027, 2.0675706089352612,
2.3835301730913185, 2.584208398359566, 3.288077633446465,
2.6955853384148183, 2.918315169739928, 3.2464814419322985,
2.1601516779909433, 3.231003347780546, 1.0893224045062178,
0.8032302688764734, 2.868438615047827]
historical_mean_scholarship = Normal ([[2] , [0.5]] , name = ’
historcial_mean_scholarship ’)
final_scholarship = historical_mean_scholarship + .03 * no_teacher
With this extension, we now have two ProbabilisicModels (random variables), namely
final_grade and final_scholarship, corresponding to the two observed datasets grade_obs
and scholarship_obs.
Similarly as before, we choose summary statistics, distance, inference scheme, backend
and kernel. We would like to point out the difference in definition of the distance. Since we
are now considering two observed datasets, we need to define distances on them separately.
Here, we use the Euclidean distance for each observed datasets and corresponding simulated
datasets. In ABCpy, we can use different distance functions on different observed datasets.
Presently ABCpy combines different distances on different datasets by a linear combination,
however customized combination strategies can be implemented by the user.
# Define a summary statistics for final grade and final scholarship
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from abcpy. statistics import Identity
statistics_calculator_final_grade = Identity(degree = 2, cross =
False)
statistics_calculator_final_scholarship = Identity(degree = 3, cross
= False)
# Define a distance measure for final grade and final scholarship
from abcpy. distances import Euclidean
distance_calculator_final_grade = Euclidean(
statistics_calculator_final_grade )
distance_calculator_final_scholarship = Euclidean(
statistics_calculator_final_scholarship)
# Define a backend
from abcpy. backends import BackendDummy as Backend
backend = Backend()
# Define a perturbation kernel
from abcpy. perturbationkernel import DefaultKernel
kernel = DefaultKernel([ school_budget , class_size ,
historical_mean_grade , \
no_teacher , historical_mean_scholarship ])
# Define sampling parameters
T, n_sample , n_samples_per_param = 3, 250 , 10
eps_arr = np.array ([.75])
epsilon_percentile = 10
# Define sampler
from abcpy. inferences import PMCABC
sampler = PMCABC ([ final_grade , final_scholarship], \
[ distance_calculator_final_grade ,
distance_calculator_final_scholarship ], backend ,
kernel)
# Sample
journal = sampler.sample ([ grades_obs , scholarship_obs], \
T, eps_arr , n_sample , n_samples_per_param ,
epsilon_percentile)
Observe that the lists given to the sampler and the sampling method now contain two en-
tries, which correspond to the two different observed data sets respectively. Also notice that
we now provide two different distances correspond to final_grade and final_scholarship.
3.3 Complex Perturbation Kernels
As pointed out earlier, it is possible to define complex perturbation kernels, perturbing
different subsets of random variables using different kernel functions. Considering the
example from Section 3.2, now we want to perturb the schools budget, scholarship and grade
without additional effect using a multivariate normal kernel, but remaining parameters with
a multivariate Student’s-T kernel. This can be implemented as follows:
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from abcpy. perturbationkernel import MultivariateNormalKernel ,
MultivariateStudentTKernel
kernel_1 = MultivariateNormalKernel ([ school_budget ,\
historical_mean_grade , historical_mean_scholarship ])
kernel_2 = MultivariateStudentTKernel ([ class_size , no_teacher], df =3)
The sampler object, however, needs to be provided with one single kernel. We, therefore,
provide a class which groups the above kernels together.
The class, abcpy.perturbationkernel.JointPerturbationKernel, knows how to perturb
each set of parameters individually. It only needs to be provided with all the relevant
kernels:
from abcpy. perturbationkernel import JointPerturbationKernel
kernel = JointPerturbationKernel ([kernel_1 , kernel_2])
Note that we can only perturb parameters, and we cannot use the access operator to perturb
one component of a multidimensional random variable differently from another component
of the same variable.
4 Modular API
As one can notice from the structure of the code, the design of ABCpy is highly modular,
so that adapting to different use cases and scenarios can be done with as little overhead as
possible. In this section, we show how ABCpy’s modularity addresses the needs of various
use cases in a user-friendly, intuitive way. The contributions to each use case are detailed
as follows:
1. Non-ABC experts do not have to worry about the details of the sampling scheme;
no knowledge of the interaction between sampling schemes, models, kernels etc. is
needed.
2. Non-HPC experts can easily run the ABC schemes on hundreds of cores even without
explicitly parallelizing their code.
3. ABC experts can easily extend the library with new ABC algorithms (rapid proto-
typing) and compare their performance in a standardized environment.
Scientists who want to use ABC to calibrate their models only need an abstract un-
derstanding of the ABC methodology and only need to provide information in the domain
of their expertise. The model and the means to forward simulate data for given model
parameters are the most fundamental information they need to provide. Further, scientists
usually have a way to discriminate two simulation outcomes and can make an informed
decision on which better fits the observed data. This knowledge domain expertise can
drive the choice of the ABC summary statistics. Apart from this, the user only has to
provide prior information and parametrizations of the sampling scheme. These include a
perturbation kernel, simulation length and simulation stopping criteria. All ABC details
are completely handled by the corresponding modules.
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ABC experts can extend the library by providing, e.g., new sampling schemes. To do so,
the expert programs against the API specified in the classes Distance, ApproxLikelihood,
Backend, and ProbabilisticModel without considering the concrete implementations of
the sub-classes. To test and compare a novel ABC sampling scheme, only a few relevant
lines of code need to be adapted. The library therefore provides a simple and fixed envi-
ronment for benchmarking and for testing reproducibility. With this tool, data scientists
can rapidly prototype new algorithms, leveraging the existing code base.
HPC-experts can adapt the library to their specific system. For example, in case Apache
Spark or MPI is not available or suitable, a system engineer might extend the library to
available parallel architecture by sub-classing the Backend class.
4.1 API Design Decisions
In this section, we provide some background on what led to current design decisions, in
particular why we chose Python, Spark, and the map-reduce paradigm.
Let us first explain why Python was selected over other languages. For high-level
scripting languages, Python is the, de facto, standard in data science. It comes with a
large range of well-tested scientific libraries, such as NumPy and SciPy. Further, if one
considers the standard use case of data scientists, usually rapid prototyping is required
rather than finding a solution and then tweaking it to work optimally to solve the same
problem over and over again. Thus we chose against low-level languages such as C++ or
FORTRAN. Further, in ABC most computation time is spent simulating from the model.
In case this might be too inefficient in Python, it can be implemented e.g. in FORTRAN
or C++ using CPython for which we provide examples in the documentation.
The parallelization backend follows the map-reduce programming model. An important
argument for map-reduce is its simplicity: there is no need to explicitly handle commu-
nication or worry about thread-safety, deadlocks, or race-conditions. The price to pay is
that not every problem is easily expressible in a map-reduce fashion. However, this is not
a constraint for us since the individual tasks of the ABC sampling schemes are more or less
independent and no sophisticated communication is required. We consider the map-reduce
paradigm to be sufficient for the implemented methods. This believe is also supported by
the performance measurements presented in Section 5.
We have implemented two different parallelization backends for the library, one based on
Apache Spark (ApacheSpark [2018]) and the other based on MPI (MPIForum [2017]) with
the idea that they account for most of the computing infrastructure nowadays available
to researchers and data scientists. Apache Spark is widely used in industry for large scale
data analytics and many computer infrastructure services at universities also offer Spark
clusters to their researchers. Even if this is not an option, there are many commercial
Spark providers that often offer free access to researchers. On the other hand, many
high performance clusters found at supercomputing centers use MPI as a communication
framework, which is often optimized to the respective infrastructure. To enable users of
such facilities to easily adopt and experiment with ABCpy, we also implemented an MPI
backend.
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5 Parallelism
Considering different sampling schemes implemented in ABCpy, one can observe that the
general flow of instructions is similar, with some variants, for each one of them. Thus, to
explain how the parallelism works, we first refer to Algorithm 1. The flow of the main loop
is as follows:
(i) (re-)sample a set of parameters θ either from the prior or from an already existing
set of parameters (lines 3, 16, code block);
(ii) for each parameter, perturb it using the perturbation kernel, simulate the model and
generate pseudo-data, compute the distance between generated and observed data,
and either accept the parameter value if the distance is ‘small’, or repeat the whole
second step (lines 4 – 7, 17 – 21, code block);
(iii) for each parameter value calculate its corresponding weight (lines 8, 22, code block);
(iv) normalize the weights, calculate a co-variance matrix and a quantile (lines 10, 24 –
26, code block).
These four steps are repeated until the weighted set of parameters, interpreted as the ap-
proximate posterior distribution converges. There are several ways to define ‘convergence’,
however, we will not go into the details here.
Parallelization of the algorithms is now done in the following way: Resampling the
parameters in step (i) and the small computations in step (iv) are usually quite fast, even
for large numbers of parameters, and thus we refrain from parallelizing them. On the
other hand, step (ii) and (iii) are the computationally expensive parts. The generation of
simulated data from the model, for a given parameter value, usually requires substantial
computational resources. This step therefore has the highest potential for parallelization.
As already mentioned, we parallelize in a map-reduce fashion [Dean and Ghemawat, 2008].
Therefore, we created a mapping function that maps each parameter value to a perturbed
parameter value and next to a pseudo-observation xsim generated from the model with
the corresponding perturbed parameter value. With this, we can create one task for each
parameter such that step (ii) can be fully parallelized. The results of the mapping phase,
i.e., the accepted parameters, are then collected by (sent back to) the master. The weight
computation in step (iii) has a quadratic time complexity in the number of parameters.
Thus, we again parallelize it by mapping the parameters to their weights.
Usually the parallelized steps (model simulation and weight computation) take sufficient
time so the communication overhead plays only a minor role in the overall execution time.
Further, in both steps, all tasks can be run independently of each other since they do not
require any communication. One would thus expect nearly linear scalability, at least as
long as the sequential parts of the program have a run time much shorter than the parallel
parts.
Map-reduce assumes an underlying master / worker architecture, where the master
orchestrates the work, performs light-weight operations, and distributes independent tasks
to a large set of worker nodes. On an abstract level, every worker has a set of executors
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that can run tasks in parallel and can also utilize the multi-core architecture of modern
systems. In a map phase, the master sends a task in form of a function to the workers.
The workers execute the task using so-called executors, that means every executor applies
the function to one element of the data local to the worker. In a reduce phase, the master
makes the workers reshuffle the data and apply a reduce function to the data. As a matter
of fact, we only need a very simple implementation of reduce, which is often referred to as
collect, that just sends the data back to the master without the need to apply a function. As
mentioned, this paradigm comes with the advantage of being simple to implement but with
the disadvantage of being limited in its expression complexity. Fortunately the presented
algorithms can be parallelized quite easily, i.e., the parallel parts of the algorithms can run
mostly independently from each other.
Apache Spark is a sophisticated implementation of map-reduce. Creating a paralleliza-
tion backend using Apache Spark is rather simple since we can entirely rely on the built-in
functions. The Spark backend can be seen as a wrapper that connects the ABCpy internal
map-reduce functions to the Apache Spark ones.
Creating an MPI backend for ABCpy is a completely different story, since MPI only
comes with a set of low-level functions that enable nodes to exchange information in a
one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many fashion with additional control mechanisms.
The map and reduce functions thus have to be implemented with these low-level primitives.
MPI does not naturally provide a master / worker architecture. Instead, we select one node
to act as the master and rest are treated as worker nodes. MPI does not directly deal with
nodes as entities but instead provides a rank which can be seen as a process that has been
bound to a certain number cores. We thus implement our executors to run on a rank. In
our implementation of the map phase, the master splits the work into tasks and assigns
them to executors such that every executor performs roughly the same number of tasks (or
ideally the some amount of work). The collect phase is more easy to implement since we
only require the data to be sent back to the master without any shuffling.
5.1 Performance Evaluation
Here we present a performance evaluation of the parallelized architecture of Algorithm 1
by analyzing the scalability with the Apache Spark and MPI backends using the non-linear
dynamics model of Lorenz for numerical weather prediction [Lorenz, 1995, Wilks, 2005]
with a stochastic modification.
We drew 10,000 samples from the posterior distribution of the parameters of the Lorenz
model using our parallelized PMCABC algorithm with summary statistics HakkarainenLorenz
[Hakkarainen et al., 2012, details in Appendix A]. A Multivariate t-distribution was used
as the perturbation kernel and the Euclidean distance as the discrepancy measure. We
chose an initial threshold value (ǫ) for the first step of the algorithm. For the subsequent
steps, the qǫ-quantile of the distances, between observed and the simulated pseudo datasets
from earlier steps, is considered as the threshold value (ǫ). Further we use the accepted pa-
rameters from the previous step to adapt the covariance matrix of the perturbation kernel
at the current step, as described in Algorithm 1. To choose the tuning parameters of the
inference scheme (e.g., ǫ to be used at the initial step), we run multiple pilot runs to detect
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the parameter values providing the most stable and the best convergence results of the
posterior distribution over repeated runs, which we will use for the performance evaluation
task. Following this principle, for the Lorenz model, we chose ǫ = 350 as the initial thresh-
old and qǫ = 0.1, which is also commonly used in ABC literature. Other model details are
in Appendix A.
To test scalability, we ran the same experiment using the Spark and MPI backends on
the CSCS super computer Piz Daint, where we used multi-core nodes each having two Intel
Broadwell processors with 36 cores in total and 64GB RAM each. We kept the size of the
problem fixed and we scaled up the number of worker nodes from 2 to 36 in powers of 2,
leading to experiments being run on 72, 144, 288, 576 and 1152 cores respectively. We also
ran a similar experiment using Spark on AWS in order to investigate the performance of
the library on a commercial cloud computing platform. We used c4.8xlarge instances which
provided an equivalent 36 vCPUs and 60G RAM each. Due to the multi-core architecture
of Daint and AWS, the cores here are equivalent to the executors discussed above. Further,
for the MPI backend to be comparable to Spark, we did not perform any computation on
the cores belonging to the first node and dedicated it to be a Master node.
Performance
To study scalability, we considered two quantities: speedup and efficiency. The speedup
SA(n) of a parallel algorithm A on n cores with respect to a baseline (number of cores)
m,m ≤ n, is the ratio of the algorithm’s running time t(m) on m cores and the running
time t(n) on n cores, SA(n) = t(n)/t(m). The efficiency EA(n) of an algorithm A on
n cores is defined as the speedup normalized by the ratio of n to the baseline m, i.e.,
EA(n) = SA(n)m/n.
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Figure 4: Speedup SA(n) and efficiency EA(n) of PMCABC algorithm for Lorenz model
(NTT=1024) using Spark and MPI backend with different numbers of cores n.
Figure 4 shows that with the Spark backend on both Piz Daint and AWS perform
similarly. The performance increases close to linearly for smaller number of cores but fails
to do so for larger ones. We attribute this to the fact that the entire process is not perfectly
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parallelizable but has serial and parallel regions interlaced. As the parallel execution gets
faster, the time spent in serial execution begins to affect overall performance. Confirming
Amdahl’s law [Amdahl, 1967], with increasing parallelism the efficiency depicted in Figure
4b drops as the number of cores increases. One can observe that the MPI backend is
roughly on par with the Apache Spark backend in terms of performance, at least up to 576
cores i.e. when Amdahl’s law starts kicking in.
5.2 Dynamic Allocation for MPI
In this Section, we discuss the inherent imbalanceness of some ABC algorithms and conse-
quently the importance to study the respective effects. As a solution to the imbalanceness
issues, we also discuss the importance of a dynamic work allocation strategy for map-reduce.
We provide an empirical comparison of a straightforward allocation approach versus an on-
line greedy approach.
In the straightforward approach, the allocation scheme initially distributes m tasks
to n executors, sends the map function to each executor, which in turn applies the map
function one after the other for its m/n map tasks. This approach is visualized in Figure
5, where a chunk represents the set of m/n map tasks. For example, if we want to draw
10, 000 samples from the posterior distribution and we have n = 100 cores available, at
each step of PMCABC we create chunks of 100 parameters and each chunk is assigned to
one individual executor.
(a) MPI Backend (b) dynamic-MPI Backend
Figure 5: Comparison of workflow between MPI and dynamic-MPI backend.
On the other hand, the dynamic allocation scheme initially distributes k < m tasks
to the k executors, sends the map function to each executors, which in turn applies it
to the single task available. In contrast to the straightforward allocation, the executor
requests a new map task as soon as the old one is finished. This has the benefit that the
work is better balanced, as we show in Figure 6. The dynamic allocation strategy is an
implementation of a greedy algorithm for job-shop scheduling, which can be shown to have
an overall processing time (makespan) up to twice the best makespan [Graham, 1966]. This
approach is depicted in Figure 6.
The unbalanced behavior can be made apparent by visualizing the run time of the
individual map tasks on each executor. In Figure 7, the individual map task’s processing
time is shown for PMCABC. Each row corresponds to an executor and each bar corresponds
to the total time spent on all tasks assigned to the respective executor for one map call. For
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Figure 6: Speedup SA(n) and efficiency EA(n) of PMCABC algorithm for the Lorenz model
(NTT=1024) using Spark, MPI(straight-forward) and MPI(dynamic-allocation) backends on dif-
ferent number of cores, n.
the straightforward allocation strategy, Figure 5 (a), one can easily verify that a majority
of executors finish their map tasks in half the time of the slowest one. However, to continue
with the next step of the map reduce execution, all workers and its executors have to be
finished. This clearly leads to large inefficiencies. Conversely, using the dynamic allocation
strategy, Figure 5 (b), the work is more evenly distributed across the ranks. The cause
of the different execution times lie in the stochasticity of the forward simulation and to a
major extent is particular to the PMCABC algorithm as we discuss later in Section 6.
From this observation it follows that the unbalancedness cannot be fixed by adding
resources, and has a severe impact on scalability, as Figure 6 shows. Speed-up and efficiency
drop drastically compared to the Spark implementation and the dynamic allocation strategy
with increasing number of executors. This can be understood as follows: In the strong
scaling setting, the total number of map tasks m is fixed, so if we increase the number of
executors k, the number of tasks per executor m/k gets smaller. A small number of map
tasks per executor has a higher variance in the total execution time.
6 Comparison of ABC algorithms
In Section 5, we pointed out the presence of an inherent imbalance of the PMCABC al-
gorithm as the execution time of step (ii) for different parameters varied significantly. In
this section, we explain the fundamental reason behind this imbalance and then compare
different algorithms in ABCpy from an parallelization perspective.
ABC algorithms (implemented in ABCpy) that are based on discrepancy measures can
be generally classified into two groups. In one group, algorithms have a step similar to
step (ii) of PMCABC, where we keep simulating xsim until the condition d(xsim,x0) < ǫ
(for an adaptively chosen threshold ǫ), is met and the perturbed parameter is accepted.
By enforcing this ‘explicit acceptance’ for each perturbed parameter, we have a theoretical
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Figure 7: Imbalance of the PMCABC algorithm using MPI(straight-forward) and MPI(dynamic-
allocation) backend for the Lorenz model (NTT=1024).
warranty that the accepted parameters are approximate samples drawn from a posterior
distribution indexed by the chosen threshold ǫ. For the second group of algorithms, we do
not have this ‘explicit acceptance’ step but rather a probabilistic one. Here we accept the
perturbed parameter with a probability that depends on ǫ; if it is not accepted, we keep the
present value of the parameter. The algorithms belonging to the ‘explicit acceptance’ group
are RejectionABC and PMCABC, whereas the algorithms in the ‘probabilistic acceptance’
group are ABC-SMC, RSMC-ABC, APMC-ABC, SABC and ABCsubsim.
As the ‘explicit/probabilistic acceptance’ in step (ii) is done for all or a subset of the
sampled parameters depending on the algorithms, they can easily be split into independent
jobs and parallelized for all the algorithms in each group. For an ‘explicit acceptance’ to
occur, it may take different amounts of time for different perturbed parameters (more re-
peated steps are needed if the proposed parameter value is distant from the true parameter
value). Hence the first group of algorithms are easy to parallelize but they are also inher-
ently imbalanced as illustrated for the PMCABC algorithm in Figure 7. We can see that
the algorithms with ‘probabilistic acceptance’ do not have the similar issue of imbalance
as a probabilistic acceptance step takes approximately the same amount of time for each
parameter.
Next we compare the achieved performance gain by exploiting parallelism for four
ABC algorithms: PMCABC, APMCABC, SABC and ABCsubsim. The choice of these
four algorithms were motivated by three aspects: a) PMCABC: Most classical ABC al-
gorithm; b) APMCABC and SABC: ABC algorithms with faster convergence to poste-
rior distribution and the minimal number of model simulations needed [Lenormand et al.,
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Figure 8: Comparison of speedup and efficiency between PMCABC and SABC using the Lorenz
model (NTT=1024)
2013, Albert et al., 2015]; c) ABCsubsim: Popular algorithm for Engineering applications
[Kulakova et al., 2016]. In Figure 8, we compare their speed-up and efficiency using the
previously described settings of stochastic Lorenz model.
We notice that an ABC algorithm with ‘probabilistic acceptance’ will not have an
inherent imbalance, but they may not be parallelizable due to the sequential nature of the
algorithm, which is illustrated by the poor performance of ABCsubsim algorithm compared
to the others. We conclude that the performance of APMCABC and SABC is significantly
better compared to PMCABC due to the absence of imbalance in them and better suited
for a parallelization with the map-reduce paradigm.
7 Discussion
There has been significant interest in and efforts to develop new algorithms for ABC. A
timely need in this area is to create an ecology where all these different algorithms can be
integrated in a modular and user-friendly manner. It is also known that ABC algorithms
can be very expensive and without HPC integration cannot be applied to computationally
intensive simulator-based models. Although the ABC-SMC algorithm had been parallelized
before [Liepe et al., 2010], more efficient algorithms have since been suggested [Albert et al.,
2015]. It is therefore very important to provide a simple way to parallelize ABC algorithms
within an unified ecology and compare their parallel performance.
Our main contribution is a framework that (i) brings existing ABC algorithms under
one umbrella, (ii) enables easy implementation of new ABC algorithms, and (iii) enables
domain scientists to easily apply ABC to their specific problem on a broad scale using par-
allelization. For point (i), it is important to note that, although there is a strong current
interest in ABC, there are only a few software libraries available and, up to our knowledge,
none, concurrently, as complete, user-friendly, and extensible as ABCpy. To add to point
(ii), we stress that having a unified, extensible library is one of the foundations of a prin-
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cipled and reproducible comparison of algorithms. In this paper, we provide a comparison
of ABC algorithms from a parallel performance perspective. Hence We have reported on
imbalances while parallelizing ABC type algorithms over a large number of cores. We iden-
tified inherent properties of ABC algorithms that make efficient parallelization difficult,
classified ABC algorithms based on the imbalanceness, and tried to find the most suitable
algorithms capable of utilizing a large parallel architecture through empirical comparisons.
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Appendix
A Lorenz model
The Lorenz model is a modification of the original weather prediction model of Lorenz
[1995] when fast climate variables are unobserved Wilks [2005].
• Model: We assume that weather stations measure a high-dimensional time-series of
slow climate variables (y
(t)
k
, k = 1, . . . , 40), following a coupled stochastic differential
equation (SDE), called the forecast model Wilks [2005],
dy
(t)
k
dt
= −y
(t)
k−1(y
(t)
k−2 − y
(t)
k+1)− y
(t)
k
+ F (3)
− g(y
(t)
k
, θ) + η
(t)
k
g(y
(t)
k
, θ) =
2∑
i=1
θi
(
y
(t)
k
)i−1
, (4)
for k = 1, . . . , 40 and where F = 10. Assuming that the initial values y
(0)
k
, k =
1, . . . , 40 are known, we consider the time interval [0, 4] corresponding to 20 days.
The function g(y
(t)
k
, θ) represents a deterministic parametrization of the net effect of
the unobserved fast weather variables on the observable y
(t)
k
, k = 1, . . . , 40, and η
(t)
k
is
a stochastic forcing term representing the uncertainty due to the forcing of the fast
variables. The model is cyclic in the variables y
(t)
k
, and the coupled SDEs do not have
an analytic solution.
We discretize the 20 days time-interval [0, 4] into T equal steps of ∆t = 4/T , and solve
the SDEs by using a 4th order Runge-Kutta solver at these time-points. Following
Wilks [2005] the stochastic forcing term is updated for an interval of ∆t as
η
(t+∆t)
k
= φη
(t)
k
+ (1− φ2)
1
2 e(t), t ∈ {0,∆t, . . . , T∆t}
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where the e(t) are independent standard normal random variables and η(0) = (1 −
φ2)
1
2e(0). Here T is chosen to be 1024.
• Parameter: θ = (θ1, θ2).
• Prior: We assume uniform prior distributions with ranges [0.5, 3.5] and [0, 0.3] for
the parameters θ1 and θ2, respectively.
• Observed dataset (x0): A multivariate time series computed by solving the SDEs
numerically, as described above, with θ0 = (θo1, θ
o
2) = (2.0, 0.1) over a period of twenty
days.
• Statistics: The six summary statistics suggested by Hakkarainen et al. [2012]: a
fixed k the mean, variance and auto-co-variance with time lag one of y
(t)
k
, co-variance
of y
(t)
k
with its neighbor y
(t)
k+1 and cross-co-variance of y
(t)
k
with its two neighbors y
(t)
k−1
and y
(t)
k+1 for time lag one. These values were all averaged over k = 1, . . . , 40 since
the model is symmetric with respect to the index k.
• Distance: Euclidean distance.
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